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The High-Speed Bivalent COVID Boosters Are Here

By Dr. Meryl Nass, September 07, 2022

On Wednesday, August 31, the FDA issued emergency use authorizations for new Pfizer and
Moderna mRNA booster vaccines for COVID.  The next day, September 1, the CDC’s advisory
committee and CDC Director approved the immediate rollout of the new vaccines. They will
be administered in the US starting this week.

Dunderheaded Diplomacy: Australia’s Funding Offer to the Solomon Islands

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, September 08, 2022

What is it about Australian diplomacy that makes it so clumsy and dunderheaded?  Is it the
harsh delivery, the tactless expression, or the inability to do things with subtle reflection? 
On September 6, Australian diplomacy gave another display of such form with Foreign
Minister Penny Wong’s remarks about the Solomon Islands elections.

Dutch Farmers Topple Agriculture Minister Leading Radical Climate Agenda

By Frank Bergman, September 08, 2022

The Netherlands’ agricultural minister Henk Staghouwer has been forced to resign following
widespread protests from Dutch farmers over his radical  climate agenda that seeks to
destroy their livelihoods. Staghouwer was leading the Dutch agriculture ministry’s climate
policy that involved confiscating farms in a forced government buy-out scheme.
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By Dr. Emanuel Garcia, September 07, 2022

The Corona War, as I shall name it, involved casualties: people were injured and people
died.  Winston Churchill  famously said that in wartime “truth is so precious she should
always be attended by a bodyguard of lies.” The precious truth in the Corona War, which we
all continue to endure, is that it was indeed all founded on a lie.

Who Is Osama Bin Laden?

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, September 07, 2022

From  the  very  outset,  I  questioned  the  official  story,  which  described  nineteen  Al  Qaeda
sponsored  hijackers  involved  in  a  highly  sophisticated  and  organized  operation.
Something was not quite right: Al Qaeda was a creation of the CIA. Osama bin Laden had
been recruited by the CIA. Yet barely a few hours after the attacks, CIA Director George
Tenet was pointing his finger at Al Qaeda.

Digital Currency Leads Us by the Hand Down the Primrose Path to Slavery

By Emanuel Pastreich, September 07, 2022

The decay of values, the decline of crafts, of art, of literature, and, above all, of intellectual
inquiry in the United States leaves us facing a wasteland wherein money is the only sentient
beast, demanding due worship by all.

Nord Stream I Disruption: Europe’s Panicking Ahead of the Coming Winter

By Andrew Korybko, September 07, 2022

The absolute last thing that Poland wants right now is for everyone to remember how
actively  its  leadership  lobbied  for  exactly  this  outcome that’s  since  brought  so  much
hardship to hundreds of millions of people, which is why it’s so important right now for
activists to prioritize raising awareness of this “politically inconvenient” fact.

More Thoughts on the International War Crimes Tribunal. The Case of Ukraine

By Stephen Karganovic, September 07, 2022

As  we  approach  the  official  convening  of  the  International  Tribunal  for  the  (are  we  now
allowed to say: Former?) Ukraine, or perhaps initially it  will  just be a Donetsk/Lugansk
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tribunal, we are still largely in the dark about some fundamental issues. Clarity on those
issues would be helpful because the convening of this tribunal is a singular opportunity not
just for justice to be done but also to be seen by almost the entire world to be done.

Is Russia Limiting Gas Flows to Europe? Five Gas Pipelines out of Service

By Swiss Policy Research, September 07, 2022

Many people in Europe and beyond seem to believe that Russia, in response to Western
sanctions,  has been limiting gas flows to Europe.  Yet this  is  not  the case,  as the following
analysis shows.

Former Greenpeace Founder Patrick Moore Says Climate Change Based on False Narratives

By Dr. Patrick Moore and Lee Yun-Jeong, September 07, 2022

When asked how Greenpeace utilizes its massive donations, Moore said it was used to pay
for  “a  very  large  staff”  (likely  over  2,000),  extensive  advertisements,  and  fundraising
programs. And virtually all  of the organization’s ads for fundraising are based on false
narratives, which he had thoroughly disproven in his books, one example being the polar
bears.
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